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Abstract 
Many products define an API for plug-ins which can be provided as Shared Libraries (DLL 
files on Windows). These applications often document a C/C++ API and provide header files 
with support functions and interfaces that must be implemented. I will show how to use 
Python and supporting modules (ctypes, Cython/Pyrex) to create a “Python” plug-in for such 
an application using a worked example. 
 
1. Introduction  
Why would you want to use Python to write a plug-in? C is not too bad, C++ is harder but 
Python just rocks! 
You are mostly interested in adding interesting functionality, not in dealing with complex 
plugin API’s. So the idea is to wrap the API (or the parts you need) using as little compiled 
code as possible, this means that the Python code will provide most of the functionality and 
can be changed must more easily than the compiled code. 
 
1.1. What is Ctypes 
Ctypes is a python module in the standard library which makes it super easy to call functions 
in dynamic libraries. 
 
1.2. What is Pyrex/Cython 
Pyrex (and a fork Cython) are tools to enable writing Python like code which is converted to 
C and can thus be compiled and linked with other C/C++ code. 
 
1.3. Extending vs. Embedding 
When you “Extend” python you provide a module that Python can import e.g.  
import your_compiled_module 
 
When python is “Embedded” the application that embeds python calls the Python C API to 
execute Python code. 
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2. Preparing to wrap the API 
If you don’t know the API are programming against – you will not be successful. You don’t 
have to know the whole thing so focus on the minimum for what you need right now. 
Even if you aim to provide full API functionality to Python, start small and get it working 
first. 
 
2.1. At what level do you want to wrap the functionality 
You can have a heavy compiled layer which will provide alot of functionality and pass off 
simple calls to Python, or alternatively a very simple compiled layer which makes python do 
the heavy lifting. I suggest to go for the 2nd as it gives you the most flexibility. If you find at 
a later stage you need to bring something into the compiled part – you can do that then. 
 
3. Wrapping with Pyrex/Cython 
Pyrex/Cython code looks very similar to Python code, but you have the ability to define the 
type of variables and can include functionality from header files. 
Example importing functionality from a header file: 
cdef extern from "windows.h": 
    int MessageBox (long, char* text, char* caption, unsigned int type) 
 
4. Calling provided application functionality using ctypes 
When you use a thin wrapper on the compiled side – then ctypes needs to parse much of the 
data for you: 
• Structures passed from the application 
• Memory addresses that you are supposed to fill (i.e. the application calls the function 
with a pointer (e.g. int * val_from_plugin) and the plugin has to provide the value by 
setting the value (e.g. *val_from_plugin = 42;) 
• ctypes does the heavy lifting so you don’t have to! 
 
4. Putting it all together 
• As little C or C++ code as possible 
• As much Pyrex code as necessary 
• As much Python code as you want ☺ 
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